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EDMUNII JACOBSON between body and mind." This science he called "Psychophysics," and it was essentially restricted to the study of sensations.
The fundamental formula of this science was, in effect, that sensation is proportional to the logarithm of stimulus. The interpretations which Fcchner made aroused a storm of criticism and his view that sensation can be measured in terms of the stimulus has been generally discredited. It was evidently impossible to find a scale to measure the experiences called sensations in terms of the objects or energies outside the body called stimuli. According to the present investigation, in contrast with the views of Fechner, the measurement of certain characters of mental activities might be accomplished in terms of magnitudes of specific neuromuscular changes; and, so far as I know, this possibility is here for the first time suggested and a first step taken toward carrying it out.
Among the most outstanding of subsequent attempts to link mental events to their physiological correlates were the investigations of Wundt (1902) . He sought to find the physical bases of feelings mainly in terms of functions of pulse and respiration. But subsequent investigators have failed to verify such correlations. Again, Lange's (1889) observations on physiological phenomena associated with emotion have been followed by a host of other investigations, but they do not seek to attack directly the problem of the nervous or neuromuscular mechanism involved at the moment when an emotion is experienced.
31any studies have been made on the physiology of the emotions (cf. Pridcaux, 1920) since the galvanometer was first adapt-cd for that purpose (F&k, 1888; Tarchanoff, 1890; Veraguth, 1908) . (ienerally the D'Arsonval ga.lvanometer has been used, but occasionally the string galvanomcter. During the passage of a slight constant current through the electrodes applied to the body according to the method of F&b, the occurrence of emotion is followed after a distinct latent period by a deflection. Omitting the constant current from the external circuit, Tarchanoff obt-ained deflections under similar conditions. The matter is reviewed by Wechsler (1925) , who cites reasons for believing that the psychogalvanic reflex is due to decreased polarization in the skin, effected by sweating which immediately follows the emotion (Gildemeister, Ashley, Pieron Gregor and Loewe). Prideaux asserts (1920) , apparently contrary to Gildemeister, that the skin shows decreased resistance during emotion; but both agree that the reflex is due to polarization effects. While practically all investigators agree that the psychogalvanic reflex depends upon the tissues within the skin, it is still a moot question as to what particular agent is responsible, whether sweating, or constriction of the blood-vessels in the corium (Aveling and McDowall, 1925; Densham and Wells, 1927) , or changes in the cpithelial cells (Richt.er, 1927) . That sweating is at least one of the causal agents is conclusively proved in the investigations of Darrow (1927) . The results of all investigators of the psychogalvanic reaction agree that the deflection of the galvanometer follows the stimulus after a distinct interval of at least one or more seconds.
It is agreed that the psychogalvanic reaction depends upon the autonomic nervous system (cf. Schilf and Schuberth, 1922; Richter, 1927) , following emotion as an after-effect, or at least as a late effect or manifestation, What occurs in the nervous or neuromuscular system simultaneously with the emotion has not been investigated.
Quantitative investigations of bodily phenomena associated with mental activities, including measurements of basal metabolism, reaction time, determinations of memory curve, and plethysmographic tracings during states of attention, have been many and various, producing in many instances important results. But they do not enable us to learn what takes place in the nervous or neuromuscular system during a particular mental activity, or to measure the process in physical terms.
As early as 1912 I considered the application of the string galvanometer to t.he investigation of neuromuscular processes during mental activity. But this instrument as ordinarily used at a sensitivity of one centimet.er per millivolt is not sufficiently sensitive for such purposes. Following the invention of the three-electrode tube (de Forest, 1907) and its further development (cf. Van Der Bijl, 1920) , it was used to increase t.he sensitivity of the string galvanometcr in physiology by Forbes and Thatcher in 1921. Since that time, others have made use of similar or modified devices in various physiological investigations, but as a rule I believed that the sensitivity fell short of the present needs. I needed to secure photographic records indicating minute oscillating potential differences continuously for periods of scvcral minutes or more. The problem was to secure sufficient amplification, but with an instrument of such internal st.ability as would permit a fairly steady base-line. From t-he analysis of Forbes and Thatcher, it seemed best to insert a condenser in the string circuit t.o prevent t-he string from being broken by t.he high plate voltage. Evidently this would result in less distortion than would t.he use of a transformer or a modified Wheatstone bridge. On the advice of Prof. I-I. B. Williams, to whom I am grateful for this and other suggest.ions at this point, it was planned to USC a string of small diameter, and upon his suggestion, I conferred repeatedly with Mr. H. E. Frederick and D. G. Blattner who designed the amplifier used. I am grateful to them for generous aid, The amplifier was donated by the Beli Telephone Laboratories, for which also I wish to express my thanks.
The aim of the experiments in t-he present article is to secure electrical records of neuromuscular states during specific acts of imagination. One particular act of imagination is repeated f-requcntly wit-h each subject.. He is to "imagine bending the right. arm." An ima.gined persistent or 570 EDMUND JACOBSON steady bending of the right forearm is meant rather than an imagined brief flexion or series of alternate acts of flexion and extension. It is desired to test whether during such imagination of bending the right arm, electrical changes are present in the right biceps-brachial muscle group, and whether they are simultaneously absent from other muscular regions including the left biceps-brachial muscles. If so, this particular act of imagination, at least, would be found to be present or absent according to the presence or absence of electrical changes in the same muscles as show electrical changes during an actual performance of the act in question.
METHODS.
The string galvanometer used was the Hindle electrocardiograph ("equipment no. 2"). To diminish the period of wandering of the string upon closing the circuit through the filament, a large capacity (300 MF) was inserted between the amplifier and the string ( fig. 1) . A variable shunt ranging up to about 50,000 ohms was placed in parallel with the string. When this dial is at zero, any potential difference in the output leads from the amplifier can not affect the string. But obviously the string will respond as the dial is turned, since the ratio of the resistance in the circuit through the string to the shunt resistance decreases. Caution is used in turning this dial lest the voltage changes from the amplifier be such as to snap the string, before their magnitude has been ascertained. In this way the shunt serves as an indispensible safeguard.
As will be evident, the amplified string galvanometer acts practically as NEUROMUSCULAR STATES DURING MENTAL ACTIVITIES 571 an electrometer; that is, deflections of the string will indicate voltage changes impressed upon the input of the amplifier, across the terminals of which is a resistance of about 155,000 ohms. Photographic records are taken of the deflections on bromide paper which moves on a coil within the camera at a pre-determined rate of speed. Horizontal lines engraved on the lens appear in the developed photographs one millimeter apart.
During the course of the following calibrations as well as in the experiments when not otherwise specified, the tension of the string was adjusted so as to produce one centimeter deflection per millivolt. This is accomplished on the Hindle galvanometer by means of a standardizing battery set to supply ten microamperes of current in the string circuit when no resistance is present in the shunt of the amplifier circuit. From time to time during the course of experimentation, it is necessary to check this calibration, since the Edison storage battery, which activates the magnet, particularly if not highly charged, tends to diminish a little in amperage.
By making frequent photographic records of such calibrations, corrections can be made in connection with final readings.
A more accurate method was used in the tests made with the string critically damped.
In these the Edison battery was always kept fully charged so that the circuit which activates the magnet could be kept constant at 3 amperes with the aid of a suitable rheostat.
Critical damping is generally necessary where precise measurements with the string galvanometer are to be made.
If the string is tightened beyond a critical point, it will be found to overshoot the mark and then return to a certain level whenever a constant potential, such as one millivolt, is applied or removed. This point, at which the string just becomes damped, is determined by methods which have been described by Williams (1924 Williams ( , 1926 . Readings from records made with a string critically damped can be corrected according to the curve and tables indicated by Williams.
The string used in the present investigations was about 13.5 cm. long and 0.0018 mm. in diameter and was found to be critically damped on short circuit when the current sensitivity was approximately 1.5 X lo+ amperes with a magnification of about 600 diameters.
Deflection of the string (without amplification) was then 0.2 cm. per millivolt.
Resistance of the string was 3250 ohms. Its period was in the neighborhood of 0.0011 second.
It is desired to be able to measure, from the photographs of the deflections of the string, the potential differences impressed upon the input of the galvanometer.
Accordingly, the circumference of the shunt dial was marked in eleven approximately equal divisions. Evidently the amplified galvanomekr system can be calibrated by impressing a known microvoltage upon the input of the amplifier and determining the corresponding deflection of the shadow in millimeters for each position of the dial.
The amplifier outfit is provided with a rheostat and a voltmeter in such
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EDMUND JACOBSON a way as to make it possible to impress upon two specific leads from the B battery one millivolt p.d. This supply was used with two Leeds and Northrup resistance boxes serving as a potentiometer arrangement to impress the desired microvoltage upon the input of the amplifier ( fig. 2) . Since the rheostat is set by hand so that the voltmeter reading is 4.5, it is necessary to test the degree of accuracy with which this can be accomplished.
For these tests a Leeds and Northrup type K potentiometer was used, with the standard coil set at 1.0188 volts, when the sensitivity of the galvanometer was found to be 4 millimeters deflection for 10 microvolts. Room temperature was 23.3"C. Repeated tests showed that the rheostat could be set to vary but one-tenth of one per cent from the millivolt used. The error thus produced is of course negligible. Accordingly, the E.M.F. employed in the following calibrations was 0.001022 f0.000001 volt.
The microvoltage secured from the potentiometer arrangement above described was further tested for accuracy by means of a White potenti-NEUROMUSCULAR   STATES  DURING  MENTAL  ACTIVITIES   573 ometer, wherein I had the kind co6peration of Dr. T. I?. Young. An Eppley unsaturated cell is used as standard.
As will be seen from table 1, these tests indicated that the potentiometer shown in figure 2 served with satisfactory accuracy to make available for calibration potential differences of 5, IO, and 20 microvolts.
Accordingly, such potential differences were impressed upon the amplifier input and photographs were taken of deflections of the string with various protective resistances in the string and t#he shunt circuits. For each figure  R A source of X.02 millivolts pd. as described in the text supplies the potentiometer in figure 2 . Determined values in the third column agree with those in the sixth column with the per cent of difference shown in the seventh column.
Apparently the resistance selected for box B had better be 10 ohms rather than 1. Early tests were made with silver wires (26 gauge) or silver plates (about 2 cm. X 2 cm.) coated with silver chloride electrolytically or else by fusion from a heated preparation of pure silver chloride.
These wires or plates were inserted in a pledglct of cotton soaked in sodium chloride solution made with conductivity water. The moist cotton containing the metal could then be attached to the arms or other areas and evaporation fairly well prevented by means of adhesive tape closely applied.
Solution of 0.9 per cent NaCl seemed to afford better results than did greater strength, such as 10 per cent. But the above measures failed to permit satisfactory constancy of the position of the string at higher sensitivities, and were accordingly abandoned. Several types of zinc electrodes proved even worse in this respect: a, zinc amalgam in the unglazed porcelain boot electrodes familiar in nerve-muscle work; the boots were filled with zinc sulphate solution, but were immersed in physiological saline externally; b, the zinc electrodes with kaolin described by Richter (1926) , in which he apparent,ly does not use chemically pure zinc, and c, small brittle plates (made by flat,tening ingots of pure zinc with a hammer) immersed in zinc sulphate solution. Likewise cups made of rubber or glass, with a bore of 0.5 to 1 inch, were filled with agar prepared with 0.9 per cent NaCl solution Ey methods familiar in physical chemistry, but a difficulty arose in making contact with the skin; for it could not be poured on when warm owing to thermal electrical effects, while after it had cooled for many hours it contracted I and failed to make contact.
A series of tests was made with PF(= cells of various sizes and designs.
In these were generally inserted silver electrodes said to be 99.9 per cent pure and which had been electroftytically coated in 0.9 per cent sodium chloride solution for five hours with 4 milliamperes of current. When these also failed to accomplish the desired effect, more strictly non-polarizable electrodes were made following the methods of Noyes and Ellis (1917) . Platinum wire of gauge 14 or 15, after being fused into soft glass cells, was covered with a laj%r of freshly prepared silver oxide, which, after adequate heating at 4OOV. leaves a coating of pure molecular silver. This process is several times repeated, after which the wires are coated with silver chloride electrolflically in series from 0.9 per cent solutions of sodium chloride at 6 milliamperes for 5 hours. I am indebted to Dr. This indicated that the electrodes were non-polarizable to the extent of meeting the requirements of what is known as "reproducible" electrodes.
So far as I know, such reproducible electrodes have not heretofore been used in muscular electro-physiology.
These electrodes appeared to give better results than those previously employed, but were not yet satisfactory. Electrical disturbances still were present which I believed might be due to the electrodes or their contacts.
To test whether they were due to EXF, arising from differences of temperature in the region of the two elect+odes or their immediate connections, the arm of the subject as well as the attached electrodes was completely immersed in an oil bath kept at constant temperature (98.6"F.) with a thermometer and relay device and a motor-stirrer.
In this way for the first time it became possible to secure a fairly constant position of the string, with the subject in the circuit and with the galvanometer at its highest sensitivity.
But since the oil b&th proved extremely inconvenient and interfered with the relaxation of the subject, an aquarian type of thermostat bath was substituted, A two-quart Ehrlenmeyer flask containing 0.9 per cent NaCl solution kept at relatively constant tempcrature in the bath supplied a stream of solution driven by a brass gear-pump through rubber and glass tubes to the cells. Care was taken to prevent loss of heat by means of proper insulation. But this method had to be discarded because of contamination from metal in the gears. In fact, it seemed quite necessary to keep the solution extremely free from any sort of contamination.
This was accomplished by having the stream moved by suction from one Ehrlemeyer flask to another through the two cells in series. As will be seen from figure 4, the cells were supplied with side tubes and stopcocks so that, after the suction was shut off at any moment, the stopcocks could likewise be shut off. When this was done, and the tube connecting the two cells was also removed, the two electrodes were now connected in the circuit to the amplifier only through the tissues.
The attempt to pass a separate stream of saline solution through each cell during an experiment had to be abandoned because this resulted in the development of potential differences apparently due to frictional electricity. Accordingly, the stopcocks were shut off as indicated at various intervals from 15 to 90 minutes of thermostatic regulation at 93' or 94'F. in this manner, and a test of the position of the string was then made t,o see if the experiment could be begun. In this way a greater constancy was generally secured than when without thermostatic regulation.
During the early months of investigation with the amplified galvanometer circuit, I found, like Downing, Gerard and Hill (1926) , in their experience with an extremely sensitive apparatus, that various extraneous disturbances aroused deflections of the galvanometer, making it, impossible to proceed.
Sparking from mot,ors in distant parts of the building or the starting and stopping devices of a nearby aut,omatic elevator reflected themselves in the records.
In place of seeking to remove these disturbances or to shield from them by surrounding the apparatus and subject with metallic screens, I devoted most efforts to increasing what might be called the interhal stability of the apparatus.
In some instances where screw-connections had been made in the circuit, particularly to the electrodes, the string seemed particularly susceptible to extraneous disturbances. Accordingly, connections were made as a rule with soft solder or silver solder, Imperfections in the soldered connections frequently proved to be the source of irregular excursions of the string.
Another source of instability which caused deflections resembling those from external inductance arose when the batteries became low in charge, so that it was found necessary to keep them fully charged.
The principal shielding used consisted of a metal box containing the amplifier.
Sometimes sheets of galvanized iron, 8 X 4 feet in dimensions, were placed under the couch of the subject.
They did not prove indispensable, but occasionally they seemed to prevent deflections of the galvanometer occurring when the experimenter moved.
For the most part it was found that the experimenter needed to remain as quiet as possible while the record was being taken.
He must, not, of course, touch the body of the subject, and even the act of touching the mechanical switch which governs the moving coil of the camera under some circumstances would cause string deflections, I found also that the relay system of the thermostat as well as the motorstirrer must be shut off during an experiment, but it was possible to use the i h. p. motor that comes with the camera, provided that the commutator was kept clean. An alternating current lighting circuit was previously removed from the laboratory room and direct current was substituted.
Closed circuits of all sorts other than those involved in the apparatus itself were so far as possible eliminated in the room so as to minimize the likplihood of inductance effects.
In this class are included lamps plugged into the direct current lighting circuit.
Ground-wires were run in the usual manner to water pipes separately from the galvanometer resistance box and from the foot, of the galvanometer as well as from other points indicated in figure 1. A separate ground-wire to the galvanized sheeting beneath the subject did not improve the results and was discarded.
Electrical effects possibly arising from changes in temperature were diminished by having the walls of the laboratory room prepared with Celotex building-board as well as by keeping the doors and windows closed during and previous to experimentation.
One of the most frequent sources of disturbing electrical effects evidently
came from evaporation of minute amounts of the fluid bathing the electrodes.
The most effective means found to prevent this, when glass or Pyrex cells are used, is by securing the cell to the limb by means of specially designed silk rubberized garters and then by squirting collodion around the external edge of the cell where it makes contact with the skin. This task needs to be carefully performed, else a minute leak may appear during the course of an experiment.
A period of about ten or fifteen minutes is allowed for complete drying, after which the collodion may of itself suffice to keep the cell attached to the skin if it is desired to remove the garters.
Another source of disturbing electrical effects sometimes arose from failure to place insulating material, such as cotton, between the glass stopcocks and the skin.
This precaution is necessary because a thin layer of salt solution adhering to the stopcocks may act as a conductor.
In a few instances one or two punctures were made with a hypodermic needle through the skin within the site where the electrodes were to be applied, since this has been said to eliminate the skin resistance (Richter, 1927b) . Since no clearly marked difference was observed in the photographs, this procedure was generally omitted.
Certain measures were taken to prevent disturbances caused by mechanical jarring of the system.
The instrument was set up on the second floor, removed from the vicinity of the street and passing vehicles. Rubber sponges were placed under the amplifier box as well as under the feet of its supporting table, When undesired disturbances of the string were eliminated in the above manner one by one in the preliminary tests, it was difficult to make certain in each case what had been the cause. On some occasions slight evaporat-ion effects occurred along with imperfect connections or with slight chemical contaminations or with the use of electrodes which were not strictly non-polarizable; in short, a number of variables appeared to cont.ribute to the disturbances.
To have determined the importance of each of these variables in a precise manner might have been a separate investigation requiring months or even years.
Accordingly, I proceeded with the practical end in view of getting the apparatus so that it would work for physiological purposes.
After about a year of trials of controls of these variables, I sought from time to time to do without one or another of these controls in the hope of simplifying a technic which had become extremely cumbersome.
I found that, provided other precautions as abovementioned were taken, the non-polarizablc electrodes were not indispensable.
In fact, similar types and magnitudes of string deflection were secured with the use of (uncoated) platinum electrodes fused in the walls of t-he soft glass cells. From a theoretical standpoint this is wholly comprehensible, since the registration of potential differences alternating 578 in direction frequently per second does nof require nm-pol~z&le &c-trodes and the action potentials of the neuromuscular effects studied had a frequency of about five to several hundred per second. Furthermore, it proved possible also to do without thermostatic regulation of the salt solution in the cells, provided that the room containing the apparatus and materials had been kept closed to exclude marked drafts for several hours before the experiment. The position of the string, while not quite so constant as before, nevertheless proved satisfactory, and a considerable saving in time with each subject was effected. Sometimes, in the aim to diminish convection currents, a little cotton was inserted in the glass cells before filling them with salt solufion,
In the simplified technic of the more recent experiments, the glass cells shown in figure 5 are strapped firmly to the arm in such a way fhat the long axis of the attached tubes lies in the direction of the long axis of the arm. The upper cell is placed on the belly of the biceps with its center about 7 to 10 cm. above the center of the lower cell placed upon the skin in the region of the coronoid fossa. Collodion is now poured around the edges of each cell and is permitted to dry. To fill the cells with saline solution, a thistle tube is used to which is attached a piece of pure rubber tubing provided with a petcock. This rubber tubing musf be attached and detached from the tubing of the glass cells with great care not to disturb the collodion seal. When the free end of the rubber tubing has been attached to the proximal glass tubing of either glass cell, the subject raises his hand from the couch to a vertical or nearly vertical direction so as to facilitate the evacuation of air bubbles from the cells as the fluid is permitted to pour in through the lower end. As soon as one glass has been filled, its stopcocks are quickly turned, the rubber tubing is detached and the other cell is then filled.
Complete or almost complete relaxation on the part of the subject is required during the present physiological tests, for several reasons: 1. When the circuit is closed, including the subject, amplifier and galvanometer, with fhe shunt set so as to permit high sensitivity for purposes of recording minute potential differences, a sudden or a marked body-movement might snap the galvanometer string. From time to time the subject may be permitted to converse or to move, but only when the experimenter indicates to him that he may do so, because the circuit has been opened. Furthermore, if he were not generally relaxed, electromotive forces ("action currents") from active muscles would occasion deflections of fhe string often as great or greater than the particular deflections which it is desired to study. Such effects would displace the string, preventing the shadow from being recorded as an approximately horizontal band, just as would 2. Another source of disturbance might be emotions on the part of the subject, which, by arousing polarization effects in the skin (vide supra), would influence deflections of the galvanometer string. This source of disturbance likewise must be avoided by complete or nearly complete general relaxation, in which condition emotions do nof take place (Jacobson, 1929, chap. 12) . In order to study electrical effects arising from peripheral nerves and muscles during a particular type of mental activity, it is necessary fo have a state of mental rest in the preceding and succeeding moments.
This can be accomplished in persons trained by the method of progressive relaxation (Jacobson, 1925 (Jacobson, , 1929 and is found in some persons who have had no such training. An individual, with or tithout such training, who persisted in unabated mental activity throughollt, the period would obviously be unsuitable as a subject.
For these peasons most of the subjects used in the following experiment were ndividuals who had received at least several months of training to relax by methods previously described.
Briefly stated, the individual receives practice to relax each of the principal muscle groups of the body in a certain order until he becomes able to relax generally to an advanced degree. Evidence of the progress of relaxation may be found in tests of the knee-jerk, which shows diminution to the stage of complete disappearance (Jacobson and Carlson, 1925; Jacobson, 1928) . Repeated tests independently oti 13 subjects (Jacobson, 1925) have elicited reports based upon subjective experiences that during advanced muscular relaxation mental activit-y is approximately in abeyance; cthaf is to say, visual, auditory, muscular and other images present during what is commonly called thinking, reflection, attention or emotion, diminish or disappear. Certain objective reasons for believing that mental activity subsides in the presence of general relaxation have previously been recounted (Jacobson, 1929) . In the instances when untrained subjects were employed, they were particularly warned to avoid sudden movements. It is also necessary to make sure that they understand that they are to imagine a persistent flexion of the forearm and not merely a very brief one.
It is agreed between subject and experimenter that upon hearing the sound of an electrical buzzer the subject shall imagine or recollect whatever is specsed and that upon hearing a second similar sound, he shall relax muscularly.
With suitable intervals for general relaxation, the experimenter may then give repeated pairs of signals to imagine and to relax as often as desired.
To make the signal sounds, a watchcase buzzer was operated by a dry cell with a spring key operated by hand included in fhe circuit. Another circuit included 2 dry cell or a fwo volt battery, a Deprez signal time marker (Cambridge Instrument Co.) and the same spring key. Accord-580 EDMUND JACOBSON ingly, the time when the buzzer sounds is indicated on the photographic record which shows the string deflections.
Various control tests (with the electrodes always on the right biceps) are made as follows : 1. To rule out the possibility that string deflections observed during imagination are due to the effects of the sound on the subject, the instruction is sometimes given for a single test occurring in a series of tests as above described, "When the next signal comes, do not bother to imagine anything; just continue to relax."
If under this condition the course of the string is unaffected, it is evident that the effects of the sound are not themselves responsible for the string deflections observed in other -tests.
2. To rule, out the possibility that the act of imagining involv'es Ccaction currents" all over the body, the subject is requested, "When the signal comes, imagine bending the left forearm." Occasionally the request is varied in the form, "When the signal comes, imagine that the right arm is perfectly relaxed."
Evidently if the string's deflections are unaffected during the carrying out of these instructions, it cannot be true that the act of imagination involved the presence of "action currents" all over the body.
In short, if under the above conditions positive results of a specific type are secured only during imagining which involves the use of the right arm and not during imagining which involves the use of other parts, it would follow that imagination of the type studied is a local and not a general phenomenon.
RESULTS. I. The Character of Action Putentials from the Arm when the Subjkct Imagines that He is Bending it. During a period of general relaxation, when the galvanometer string with one lead attached to the right biceps is vibrating slightly and uniformly, recording a fairly steady line, the signul is given for the subject to imagine something,-fur instance, to imagine that he is steadily sexing the right forearm.
Generally within a fraction of a second, the string ceases its steady course and engages continually or intermittently in a less frequent series of relatively large vibrations which cease Soun after the signal is given to relax unp muscular tensions present (see fig. 6 ). But under these conditions, if it has been agreed that the first signal is to mean "Imagine bending the left foot," the string shows no such change from small to large deflections, but generally continues unaltered in its course.
This type of control test will be known as "control series 1." Similarly the string continues a fairly steady course even after signals have been given to "Imagine bending the left arm," (control series Z), "Actually bend the left foot one inch" (control series 3), "Actually bend the left arm one inch" (control series 4), "Imagine the right arm perfectly relaxed" or "Imagine the right arm paralyzed" (control series 5), "Imagine extending the right arm" (control series S), and "When the signal comes, do not trouble to imagine anything at all" (control series 7; fig. 7 ).
Under favorable electrical conditions, when a photograph of the posi-
tion of the string is taken after the galvanometer magnet circuit has been closed, and with no resistance in the string circuit excepting the string itself, but with the shunt dial set at zero resistance, a straight horizontal band about 2 mm. high is seen. For convenience, a horizontal line drawn midway between the top and bottom of this band may be called the line of zero potential. If a copper wire has been placed across the input of the amplifier, acting as a short circuit, upon moderately increasing the shunt resistance, the string vibrates at a rapid rate, producing a continuous series of almost vertical lines. If now the above-mentioned wire is removed, so that the amplifier-galvanometer circuit includes the completely relaxed subject, while the shunt resistance is increased somewhat farther, the vibrations show a moderately increased amplitude but the shadow as a whole continues to be recorded as a fairly uniform horizontal band, which may be called the band during relaxation. This corresponds to what in physiology is commonly called the base line. If a line be drawn through these short vertical lines, representing their mean value, it is found under favorable electrical conditions and with advanced general relaxation of the subject to be fairly straight and horizontal and practically continuous with the line of zero potential even if high resistance has been introduced into the shunt circuit. If this line be further continued through the large vertical lines occurring during the period of imagination secured under the conditions above mentioned, it will in some records approximately bisect these lines. This means that the electrode on the biceps as compared with the other electrode passes from a state of approximately zero potential to one of negative ( -Vga) and then to one of positive potential (+VS,) or vice versa in an alternate manner.
It may here be assumed, subject to later discussion, that the longer vibrations of the string occurring during imagination represent what are commonly known as "action currents" from nerve or muscle tissue.
Ideally we might seek in the case of each line representing an "action current" to state the microvoltage value of its lowest and highest points as minus or plus from the point of zero potential. But this is not always feasible, because in many instances the entire series of vertical lines rises or falls many millimeters above or below the baseline. Under such conditions, for purposes of uniformity, it has seemed best to make the measurements of the present paper in terms of the total electrical change from instant to instant, that is, the "overall" excursion, or what is hereinafter called Vim, the length of the vertical linear deflections expressed in microvolts. Prof. A. J; Dempster, of the department of physics, upon inquiry, kindly expressed his concurrence in this opinion. By %.n, then, will be meant the microvoltage value of the length of the approximately vertical lines in the photographs minus 2 mm., the width of the string shadow.
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Likewise deviations up or down from the baseline or the line representing the mean value of the vertical linear deflections (that is, the line drawn through their midpoints on the photograph during relaxation) may be expressed in microvolts.
The signs (+) and (-) before a microvoltage will mean respectively positive or negative potential of the electrode on the biceps as compared with the other electrode.
Accordingly, V& will represent the value of the maximum such deviation found in any record, regardless of electrical sign?
In order to count the number of vibrations of the string during imagination as compared with relaxation and to measure the amplitude of each individual vibration under these two conditions, it was found necessary to have the camera shaft revolve at an extraordinary velocity, namely, about 50 centimeters per second. When this was done with two specimen records, made with the string critically damped, the number of nearly vertical lines, representing single vibrations or semi-cycles of the string, during relaxation was found for one subject to be approximately 950per second. These lines ranged in microvoltage (Vzm) from 0.3-9.04, with an average of 3.6. During imagination, however, many vertical lines, about 374 during each second, showed a greater magnitude; they ranged in value from 4.6 to 73.9 microvolts, and their average was 18.6 microvolts.
Interspersed among these longer vertical lines occurring during imagination, there were found a certain number of short lines like those characteristic of relaxation.
About 330 such lines, varying from O.3-3,6 in microvoltage, could be counted per second. In many instances, these shorter lines occurred as projections from the larger lines in their downward or upward course, -giving the appearance of ripples superimposed on waves (cf. Piper, 1912; Wachholder, 1923; Richter, 1927a) . Similar values were found for another subject. During imagination, lines ranging in microvoltage from 4.6 to 65.5 with an average of 17.7 occurred about at the rate of 423 per second. Interspersed among these also were shorter lines, like those occurring during relaxation at the rate of about 209 per second. Their range was practically the same as that of similar lines for the other subject.
These typical records, then, when subjected to complete measurements, showed vibrations of the string during imagination which represented on the average about five times the magnitude (in microvolts) of the average vibrations during complete relaxation.
Intermittently among these lines, in a manner characteristic of practically all the records to be described in this paper, occurred smaller vibrations like those during relaxation. The frequency of vibrations per second was reduced during imagination about one-third.
In computing the results from the many records taken in the present investigation, it scarcely seems necessary to measure each vertical line in a sample series in order to calculate averages, as was done in the abovementioned two specimens. A simpler method is suggested, which would appear to have quite sufficient accuracy for the present purposes. In the tables of the present article, the microvoltages (Vim) represented by the shortest ("min.") and longest ("max.") vertical lines occurring during relaxation are indicated.
Another column contains the average microvoltage for that period, which generally lies about midway between the values for the shortest and longest lines, but which average is determined by inspection of the photographic record. This procedure seems suited to determining the approximate values for the period of relaxation, because the lines therein, under favorable conditions, are fairly uniform in length. A slightly different procedure is used for the period following the signal to imagine.
Here there is considerable variation. As will be recalled, interspersed among the large vertical linear deflections commonly occur a certain number of small linear deflections of magnitudes equal to those occurring during the period of relaxation.
Having stated this fact, it is evidently unnecessary to repeat it in the tables; therefore, in the column headed "Vi, During Test Periods," only the linear deflections are considered which equal or exceed the average during relaxation.
The minimum and maximum of the linear deflections during test periods are determined from inspection of the photographic record and set down in the table. Midway between these two is the value indicated as the "average"; except in cases where the observed minimum and maximum values deviate considerably from the general range. In these cases, following methods commonly employed in statistics, the "average" lies midway between values determined by inspection to be fairly representative, as minimum and maximum, for the general range.
The present aim is to determine, under the conditions set up, the order of magnitude of the electrical changes led off at the electrodes following the signal to imagine. As will later be discussed, various corrections must be applied to the figures secured and eventually the procedure itself may have to be altered or refined in order to obtain precise measurements* Since critical damping is requisite for precise measurements, the results under this condition are presented first, namely, in table 2. But the general character of the results is practically like those presented in subsequent tables where critical damping was not employed.
With the string in present use, there are advantages in having the tension less than that required for critical damping.
A five times greater amplification can readily be secured. Furthermore, when amplification is employed, a string is in much less danger of being suddenly broken by the large deflections which occasionally occur due to unexpected electrical disturbances if it is used in a condition of lesser tension than that required for critical damping.
Very prompt turning of the shunt dial is required to bring the Potential differences in electrodes on muscle during and after mental activity compared with rest (values in microvolts; string critically damped) Under Vopm are the magnitudes of string vibrations as they occur during relaxation and during the time when the subject imagines that he is steadily flexing his right arm. Increase of VOsmt indicating the presence of "action currents" from the muscle, occurs in all cases during imagination and is absent in the special control tests (see text).
The absence of such increase before and after each test period (V", during relaxation) furnishes an additional type of control, which also is negative in all the tests.
Under V', is shown a second type of electrical change inconstantly present and frequently following the termination of the mental activity. A line through the midpoints of the vertical lines (V",,) on the photographs sometimes shows deviations in the form of wavelike protracted falls (-) or rises (+) in potential of the electrode on the biceps as compared with the other electrode.
V', represents the value of the maximum deviation in each case in each record. Lesser deviations occur but are not tabulated.
As will later be seen, the electrical effects classified under V', include the psychogalvanic reflex and are of minor interest for the present purposes.
In this and the following tables, averages are weighted in the usual statistical manner when calculating the average of averages. string shadow back into the field at once, Owing to general care in this and other respects, a single string survived the entire series of present investigations covering a period of seventeen months. Inspection of table 2 indicates that the results calculated as above described show that the large deflections (Vgm) following the signal to imagine are markedly increased in all cases, having a value ranging from 340 to 530 per cent of that during complete relaxation.
RESULTS
No increase occurs in the control tests.
Following the signal to imagine, at intervals generally considerably longer than that required for the appearance of the larger linear deflections, deviations previously called "VA" sometimes occur. In the records of table 2, these are generally in the direction of negative potential. Their significance for physiology will be discussed later.
In table 3 are presented the results for eleven subjects following the instruction "IIy1agine yourself steadily flexing the right arm." To rule out the possibility that special training in observing sensations or in relaxation 
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Arerage of averages f agin 0 lr in: 63 had in some manner influenced the records secured with eight trained subjects, the results from three untrained subjects (R-S., AX., and LG.), are likewise included in the well as from tables 2 and 3, the results for all subjects, both trained and untrained, are essentially alike so far as the process of imagination is concerned. During this process, marked electrical changes apparently take place in the flexor muscles of the arm whose flexion is imagined and these changes can be measured in terms of their magnitudes and durations. In table 3 the results are positive in 96 per cent of the (141) tests during the imagination and negative in 93 per cent of the (149) control tests 1 to 7. They are negative also before and after each period of imagination, which furnishes us with an additional type of control test.
The signal to relax muscularly is followed by the subsidence of the large linear deflections for all the trained subjects in practically all instances and as a rule for the untrained subjects, with exceptions to be noted below. These few exceptions evidently depended upon failure of the untrained subject to relax. All subjects agreed that imagination ceased following the signal to relax and all agreed that the imagination of contracting the forearm had as an essential component an experience as of extremely slight muscular tenseness in the biceps region. The finding that it is apparently impossible to have a motor imagination of bending the right arm during complete relaxation of the right arm (Jacobson, 1925 ) is confirmed.
Sometimes visualizing the right arm in flexion also was present in the imagination, but discussion of this matter is postponed to a later article.
It will be recalled that during the period of training to relax, prior to the present investigations, the subject is never instructed to '%ry to cease thinking," or "make the mind a blank" but only to relax muscles. Accordingly, following mental activity, when the string returns to the shorter vibrations and the relatively quiet course characteristic of the conditions of complete relaxation, the report subsequently secured from the subject is to the effect that no direct effort or attempt to cease thinking was made: all subjects agreed that the signal to relax muscles meant the same to them as if the instruction had been to cease to imagine and they had successfully done so, From the subjective viewpoint, mental activity subsides as the muscles become extremely relaxed.
The instruction to relax in this manner was given repeatedly if the subject did not appear to be relaxed as judged by visible slight restlessness, speaking, and an irregular baseline.
Apparently, when the instruction was effective, it was followed by the fairly uniform short vibrations occurring in a fairly horizontal line which in the present article is called the line during relaxation.
II, Reaction Times, Relaxation Times, and DuratiorL of Electrical Eflects. Table 4 . For most of the subjects (6 out of II) in most of their tests (66 out of 68) the period from the sound of the buzzer to the initiation of the long vibrations of the string (Vi& varies from about 0.2 to 0.6 (hO.1) second. This range applies likewise to the other subjects, excepting one, in about half of the instances.
The exceptional subject has longer reaction times Reaction times, relaxation times and duration of electrical efl&s for imagination Reaction times are the intervals from the beginning of the buzzer signal to imagine to the onset of the long linear deflections, V% (column B), or to the beginning of deviation of curve, V', (column D), All times are stated in seconds.
The duration of 'Caction currents" shown in column F obviously depends directly upon the interval between the signal to imagine and the signal to cease to imagine. But the duration of deviations, V' m, ahown in column H, does not depend upon this interval, for V', frequently begins long after the first signal, and sometimes even after the second, Furthermore, V lm is often absent altogether, as will be seen from column G, The times shown in column J are calculated from the beginning of the second buzzer sound to the point when the long linear defiections first show a clear-cut diminution.
"Times to complete disappearance" are reckoned from the beginning of the buzzer signal to cease imagining to the end of lung deflections, VOW (column L), or to the end of deviations V',, (column N).
That the deviations of curve V' m commonly arise considerably later than the "action currents," V OS-, is shown in column 0; and that the former, when present, commonly considerably outlast the latter is shown in column P. as a rule. On the whole the above-mentioned reaction times are longer than those generally reported from psychological laboratories as occurring when the subject presses a key as rapidly as possible following a prearranged stimulus. This is quite to be expected, since in the present tests Fig* 4 , Diagram of apparatus to equalize temperature of saline solution in glass cells applied to subject.
The two liter flasks are immersed in a water bath containing a de Kotinsky mercury contact relay for thermostatic regulation. After the cells hsve'been sealed on the arm of the subject, the Auid can be sucked alternately from cell to cell until an equal temperature has been attained.
Both cells and all tubing are heavily covered with cotton to protect against outside air-currents. Upon closing the glass stopcocks, air currents were sometimes introduced beneath the cotton, To av&d this, in later experiments the glass stopcocks were not used, but metal clamp-cocks were substituted which could be operated outside the cotton by means of five inch rods which projected.
Closing a cock, even tightly, does not always break an electrical connection, because of the presence of a thin layer of connecting fluid, Therefore, joints are made in the-rubber tubing by cutting and inserting a short glass tube; so that after the cocks are closed, the joints between the cells and between the cells and the two-liter flasks can be conveniently broken.
F/G. 5 Fig. 5 . Glass cells applied to arm of subject, making a fluid contact no instruction is given to the subject to react as rapidly as possible. Furthermore, in certain unpublished tests on association, I have found the reaction time markedly prolonged during advanced general relaxation as compared with conditions when relaxation is not attempted. This also harmonizes with the present finding of a somewhat prolonged reaction time. Prolonged rises or falls of curve (VL) occur in somewhat more than half t-he total number of tests with all subjects, 81 out of 142. Of these 81 instances (subtracting 5 uncertain cases) half begin from 1 to 9.6 seconds after the beginning of the signal, while the other half begin less than 1 second after the beginning of the first signal.
But they are not evenly distributed in the time intervals under 1 second, since most of them (21 out of 38 instances) occur from 0.2 to 0,5 second, inclusive, after the beginning of the first signal.
The duration of the prolonged rises or falls of curve ranges as a rule from 1.2 to 6 seconds.
It bears no apparent relationship to the duration of the large deflections (Vim) which is determined by the signals to imagine and to relax.
As will be seen from table 4, the rise or fall of curve, when present, lags behind the onset of the large deflections by a considerable interval; but the former generally outlasts the latter by a still greater interval.
In the present study, marked increase in the magnitude of the string vibrations (Vi,> has been found to be characteristic of practically all the instances following the signal to imagine flexion of the respective arm. Inspection of the photographic records in figures 6,8, and 9 also brings out this point clearly.
On the ot'her hand, rises or falls of curve (Vk) appear in the photographs as highly variable phenomena and, as said before, are absent in about half the instances.
The interpretation of these rises and falls of curve may be more conveniently considered below, following the discussion of the linear deflections.
The coincidence of the occurrence of imagination and of lengthened string vibrations is clearly brought out in certain additional tests. A signal magnet was arranged to record on the photographic record a line which could be broken when the subject pressed the button of a switch with his left index finger.
He was instructed to press the button during the period when imagination took place, releasing it at other times. After a little practice, this could be successfully done. To be sure, a perfect parallelism in time between the large linear deflections and the indicated process of imagination is not expected. Deviations of a fraction of a second will doubtless occur, since this period of time may be required for the subject to perceive that he is imagining or has ceased to imagine. In order to gain some idea of the reaction time of these three subjects, as they lay upon the couch with eyes closed, they were requested to press the button during periods when a buzzer sounded.
For all three subjects the average value was 0.24 second.
According to the signal line thus made by the subjects in these tests, the period during which imagination takes place coincides with the period during which the string shows lengthened vibrations except for fractions of a second at the beginning or end. As anticipated, the reaction time of the subject in pressing the button needs to be taken into account.
Fifty
figures were secured for the three subjects, in total, representing the discrepancies in onset or conclusion between the period of lengthened vibrations and the period of imagining indicated by the subject.
The average for these figures was found to be practically identical with their average reaction times as determined by the method described in the previous paragraph, -namely, 0.23 second.
The extremely close correspondence of the latter figure to the value 0.24 previously mentioned is probably in part accidental; but making due allowance for this, the result indicates that the period of imagining coincides with t#he period of lengthened vibrations, subject to the slight discrepancies introduced by the subject's reaction time.
Following the onset of the second signal, which signifies that the subject is to cease to imagine, there generally occurs with subjects who have been trained to relax a distinct diminution of the large deflections within a time interval of 0.2 to 0.5 second. A complete disappearance of such deflections generally occurs under the same conditions within 1.5 seconds. Exceptions to this generality were infrequent with the trained subjects, but they occurred more often with two out of three of the untrained subjects. Most notably, R. S., untrained, failed to relax as indicated by the persistence of lengther ed deflections, on one occasion for seven minutes and on another occasion for more than two.
In almost all instances, under our conditions, any rise or fall of curve, if present, vanishes on the average within four seconds after the disappearance of the large linear deflections.
In sum, if we define relaxation-time as the time from the onset of the second signal to the point where the curve no longer shows large linear deflections or other marked deviations, we may say that under our conditions it generally was complete within 5.5 seconds.
III. Compurisons with Actual Flexions of Right Forearm.
In order to aid the interpretation of the above results concerning imagination, further tests (about 53) were conducted with six of the same subjects. The instruction was to bend the right arm actually, but as slightly as possible. No mechanical records of these movements were taken, but the experimenter was able as a rule to-discern a movement of the hand of apparently about one centimeter or somewhat more. Actual arm movement would have sent the shadow off the field if the circuit had been set at the same sensitivity as was used for the tests on imagination.
Therefore a higher resistance was inserted in the string circuit and a lower resistance in the shunt circuit.
Under these conditions of lower sensitivity of the galvanometer, photographic records of slight actual flexion of the right arm are in general appearance practically the same as those shown for imaginary flexion.
Data for such actual flexions are summarized in table 5, In microvoltage the action potentials exceed those during imagination by percentages ranging from 33 for the lowest subject to 410 fur the highest.
For purposes of comparison with the time relations shown in table 4, similar data for these slight actual movements are presented in table 6. Here the reaction times to the beginning of the lengthened deflections, as The duration of the rises or falls of curve (VL) is about the same as in the tests on imagination; but the duration of such deviations seems to vary somewhat with the duration of the lengthened vibrations (Vim) in table 5, which did not appear to be true in table 3. As in the tests of imagination, the rise or fall of curve, when present, lags behind the onset of the lengthened vibrations by a noteworthy interval.
And again, the former deviations generally outlast the latter vibrations.
Accordingly, marked lengthening of vibrations (commonly called "action currents") is found to be characteristic of all the instances of muscular contraction, like those of imagination of contraction.
But rises or falls of curve, V& appear in the photographs as highly variable phenomena, and are frequently absent. What has been said for the disappearance times of the lengthened vibrations during imagination in table 3 holds, with minor differences, for the similar data in table 5. The principal difference is that relaxation is complete on the average in a shorter period in the case of the actual movements, namely, in 3 seconds or less, as compared with 5.5 seconds or less. Under conditions otherwise the same as for figure 9, no electrical change in the right biceps is recorded following the first signal. Record no. 199.
